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GROUP SIZE

10-120

EVENT TYPE

Competition

LOCATION

UK wide

LENGTH

3-6 hrs

EVENT AIM

Team engagement

SOCIAL GOAL

Cohesion

A light hearted fun alternative to ‘Its A Knockout’ and a bit

crazier than our classic Old School Sports Day, our Wacky

Races package is designed to be fun, encourage team work

and features 6 seriously silly games.

This event comes complete with all games equipment, popup

tent, quality outdoor PA System, professional lively host, time

keeper, lane markers, bunting and prizes for the winning team.

A ‘Day at the Races’ is a fun packed event for groups wishing 

to take part in an organised activity and is ideal for some fun 

in the afternoon or as an after dinner activity.

Using a large screen and projector, a selection of Horse Races 

will be shown throughout the event for the teams to place bets on.

Our professional compere will explain the proceedings and

our tote staff will also be on hand to answer questions.

Event

Day at the RacesDay at the Races

an exciting fun packed 

day or evening event

The racing format

everyone’s
a winner!

Guests should ideally be put into teams prior to the event 

and seated at tables of 10. Each team will receive a race pack 

containing race programs, betting sheets and £60.00 of fun 

money per person.

Participants are encouraged to bet on each race by backing a 

horse numbered between 1 and 8. The minimum bet will 

£5.00 and players can bet as much as they like on each race, 

however when their monies gone, it’s gone! 

During each race our compere will encourage the crowd to shout 

and cheer for their horse - after the first race they won’t need much

encouragement. The team who have accumilated the most money

at the end of the event will be the winners.

The event will end with a prize giving ceremony for the 

winning team, and we ask that the client provides a prize.
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